• Committee membership: Kathy Bartelt (Evansville); Lynné Colbert (Marian University); Lori Duggan (IU, Bloomington); John Fribley (Ivy Tech, South Bend); Andy Langhurst (Notre Dame); Kathryn Millis (DePauw University); Kevin Petsche (IUPUI); Rebecca Richardson (Purdue, West Lafayette), Secretary; Kate Moore (IU, Southeast), Chair.

• Since the September Board Meeting, the ALI RAC has met by phone on Sept. 29th and October 28. Discussion during these two meetings primarily focused on the ALI-Lyrasis Agreement, which is up for renewal on January 1, 2015. A recommendation to the Board concerning this renewal is available as a separate document.

• ALI has two new Lyrasis representatives - Beth Scheinfeld (who handled ALI negotiations, long-term planning, needs assessment, etc.) is leaving her current position to work more directly with Lyrasis members. Tyger Brown (tyger.brown@lyrasis.org) is replacing her. Beth is currently working with Tyger to familiarize her with ALI. Maria Brady (maria.brady@lyrasis.org) will replace Alexis Johnson as the contact for questions concerning order placement, billing, and MyLyrasis. The main ALI support email (clpsupport@lyrasis.org) is still the best method for questions concerning ALI orders.

• Lori Duggan wishes to step down as one of the two ALI representatives on the INSPIRE Advisory Committee (Rebecca Richardson, the second ALI representative, has agreed to stay on for another term.) The RAC recommends that Kevin Petsche serve as the second ALI representative on this committee.

• The E-Resource Rendezvous has been tentatively rescheduled for Monday, March 16, 2015 at IUPUI University Library. The theme (discovery tools in Indiana academic institutions) will remain the same.
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